UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON MEDICAL CENTER
MAIN ENTRY UPGRADE
CONTEXT | site location
DESIGN PROGRESSION | updated design development site plan
DESIGN PROGRESSION | updated design development section

SECTION AA
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DESIGN PROGRESSION | updated design development sections

SECTION AA

SECTION BB
UTILITIES | utilities and site grading

- 8-10% SLOPE
- 2-8% SLOPE
- 1-2% SLOPE
- EXTENT OF BUILDING BELOW
- CATCH BASIN
**PROGRAM | pedestrian environment - seating**

- **Fixed Furniture**
  - Valet Seating
    - Short-to-medium term
    - Fixed seating
    - 12+ seats
  - Outdoor Seating
    - Medium term
    - Fixed and movable seating
    - 25+ seats
  - Drop-off/pick up seating
    - Short term
    - Fixed seating
    - 10+ seats

- **Movable Furniture**
  - Benches at planters
  - Valet seating (fixed furniture)

- **Free Standing Bench**
  - Valet seating (movable furniture)

---

**Drive/Fire Route**
**Drop Off Zone**
**Seating**
**Egress/After Hours Route**
VIEW SEQUENCE
VIEW SEQUENCE
MATERIALS | pedestrian environment - paving

1. DARK GRAY CONCRETE - HEAVY ETCH
2. WARM LIGHT GRAY - LIGHT ETCH
3. ACCENT STONE PAVERS
MATERIALS | pedestrian environment - seating material details

STAINLESS STEEL

WOOD
MATERIALS | integration of green space - planting

- FERNS AND GROUND COVER
  - Polystichum aculeatum
  - Polystichum tsus-simense
  - Blechnum spicant
  - Neathyone traveller
  - Polystichum rickivm

- SMALL TREE
  - Stewartia japonica var. flemetics
  - Liriope muscari 'Big Blue'
  - Helleborus x 'ericsmithii'
  - Sarcococca hookeriana var. humilis

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON MEDICAL CENTER ENTRANCE | design development
SITE PLAN | updated design development site plan
CONSTRUCTION STAGING

- Covered walkway
- Valet
- Covered walkway
- Construction fence